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Dear Parents and Carers,
After spending the past few months getting to know as many people as possible, and listening to the
thoughts, and feelings about Olney Middle School, it is now time to set the direction as to where
OMS is going, to have as key drivers for future developments. The Governing Body and the Senior
Leadership Team have developed some draft school Aims and Values, with the children at the
forefront of our thinking!
Please see below the draft aims and values which we intend to be the bedrock of further
development;
School Aims
The Schools aims should be the foundation of all our work and all our activities support these aims.
 For all pupils to develop into successful learners and achieve their potential and beyond
 To nurture and develop every child to become responsible and caring members of the
community
 To work in genuine partnership with families and the wider community
 To provide every child with an enjoyable curriculum in a high quality stimulating environment
 To challenge, support and develop our staff and governors to create an outstanding team
Overall School Values
Our highly committed and valued staff, working in partnership with pupils, parents, governors and all
stakeholders to ensure OMS is a school where;
 A caring ethos nurtures positive relationships with ALL equally valued, celebrated and proud
of achievements
 Effective teamwork forms the basis of a professional and motivated staff who ALWAYS put
children first
 An engaging, relevant and fun curriculum ensures ALL children are well prepared for
education, work and life
 A culture of challenge and high expectation is promoted to maximise individual potential
 Children are taught in a stimulating learning environment where the concept of high quality is
paramount
 An awareness of self, community and global issues foster responsible behaviour, always
demonstrating the attitude of ready, respectful and safe.
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Before we agree these aims and values we would welcome your views on them. Governors will be
present at Parents evening this week to receive your comments and thoughts.
Also with the introduction of a new curriculum and assessing without levels, it has been necessary to
change the reporting format. At Parents evening, there will be a display of the new format for
reports. It has been designed to be informative, user friendly and give you a comprehensive detailed
document about your child’s progress during the academic year.
And finally...
I would like to announce that Mrs Jen Kenny will be supporting another Primary school in Milton
Keynes with their Year 6 work for the Summer term. It is a great opportunity for Mrs Kenny, and we
wish her all the best. We look forward to having her back in September.
Best wishes
Mr Glenn Young
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